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Abstract
This case study focuses on the leadership theory used by the Vice
President (VP) of a 500 employee organization within a large multinational
corporation. The problem addressed is whether this VP is a principle-centered
leader. This is a leadership theory championed by Stephen R. Covey. The
Covey Leadership Center works with thousands of organizations throughout the
world to educate them on principle-centered leadership. Although the available
literature is limited to Covey, the similarities to ethical leadership theory are
addressed in the literature review. Data collected from researcher observations
experience, and interviews is evaluated against principle-centered leadership
criteria. This evaluation and analysis uses characteristics, beliefs, and behaviors
to validate the research problem. Organizational impacts are also addressed
related to the leadership style of the VP. Recommendations are provided on the
future organizational changes necessary due to this leadership theory.
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Statement of the Problem
ls the new Vice President (VP) of the organization where the researcher is
employed a principle-centered leader? This is the main problem addressed in
this case study. A subordinate question is: how has the leadership style of the
new VP effected the organization?
This problem provides a reason to initiate an interaction between the
researcher and the VP. This problem also causes interaction between the
researcher and other management personnel on Ieadership issues. The
problem gives me an oppoilunity to evaluate my knowledge of a leadership
theory and my ability to generate a qualitative case study. I selected principle-
centered leadership (PCL) theory because of the organizational emphasis on
"Seven Habits" training and initial conversations with the interuiewees regarding
this case study.
The Environment of the Case
The Vice President is the focus of the case and will be referred to as "Bill."
The researcher, as a member of the organization, will describe the organization,
its history, and its culture to provide the reader with a sense of the environment.
The-Organization
The organization involved in this case study is located in the upper
Midwest, employs approximately 500 people to design, manufacture, and
support avionics products. lt is a component of the corporation's commercial
aviation business with headquafters located in the southwest United States. The
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business headquafters employs approximately 3500 people and provides
avionics systems that complement the products from the organization under
study. The customers of the business, and the organization, are multinational
and primarily airframe manufacturers and commercial airlines. The contracts
f unction and customer billing of all avionics products are performed by the
business headquafters. The organization has not been directly responsible for
profit and is viewed, from an accounting perspective, as a "cost-cente/'.
The commercial aviation business reports to the headquafters of a
Foftune 100 company. The entire corporation employs approximately G0,000
people of multiple nationalities with total revenues of several billion dollars
annually. The corporate headquafiers are located in the same city as the
organization under study.
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The main product for the organization under study began in the early
1970s with an eight-person development team. This occurred within a military
division of the corporation. This team grew to over 30 to achieve the first
contract with an aidrame manufa.rrr*r. This group became an Operation in
1982, an independent, commercial Division in 1985, and moved to its facility in
1988 as it grew to 500 employees. The organization's main product maintained
a significant market share as the aviation industry grew in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. This continued the growth of the organization to more than 1000






lnterviewee #1 lnterviewee #2 Eight Other managers
of different functions
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The aviation industry began a significant recession in 1993 that reduced
product orders dramatically. Although market share was maintained, the
organization size was reduced to 500 employees through layoffs, retirement, and
attrition. This reduction occurred from 1993 through 1995. These layoffs placed
an element of fear and risk in every employee. Layoff decisions were made
within management with little information provided to employees regarding their
risk level. The tension on the days when people were placed in layoff status was
significant and reduced the trust level of employees.
A significant change occurred in the organizational structure on January 2,
1gg5. The structure moved to co-managed teams. This change eliminated the
first line supervisor positions, retained the middle and upper management
positions, grouped people with minimal history together into teams, and
established several team coaching positions. lndividual contributors had Iittle
involvement or participation in the decision to transition to co-managed teams or
their team assignment. The lack of employee pafticipation in the co-managed
team change followed the significant staff reduction, where some functions were
now one-third of their previous staff, Many deficiencies in the co-managed team
transition were immediately recognized by the employees. Supervisors had the
responsibility for work direction, adherence to proiect and process requirements,
and employee appraisals, mentoring, and career development. These
responsibilities were not clearly accounted for in the implementation to teaming'
This further reduced the trust element between employees and management'
while still transitioning to co-managed teams, the organization received a new
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VpiGM on April 1 , 1996. This new VP/GM is the leader for this case study and
will be called Bill throughout this paper.
The products designed and manufactured by the organization are
comprised of high-speed processors, Application-Specific lntegrated circuits,
sur-face-mount technology, communication busses, sensors, extensive software,
and other advanced technology. The technology in the products is one of the
major reasons for the organization's continued success. Thus, a dominant trait
throughout the organization is technological expertise. This is reflected in the
educational backgrounds of the employees, the f inancial compensation of
technical job classifications, the conversations, the culture, and the size of the
technical functions within the organization. The engineering and manufacturing
functions are the largest portions of the organization in number of people,
amount of building space, and percentage of the organizational budget. These
are the perceived power centers of the organization. The chaft below illustrates
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The technological impoftance influences other cultural elements of the
organization. Technological competence within the engineering and production
functions continues to be a major contributor for promotion and influences the
entire culture, Managers within these technical areas are expected to maintain a
level of technical competence. The objective, quantifiable element of technology
is observable in the organizational focus on metrics and judgments. The
technological influence also has an impact on the gender and ethnic diversity of
the organization. Of the 1 1 members of the Business Leadership Team (BLT)'
two are females and there is one black male. Within the engineering and
production functions, all but one of the managers are white males. A history of
traditional, hierarchical decision making also places an emphasis on information
exchange only at management positions, Iimiting the amount of information
available to emPloYees.
Leader
Bill is a male in his mid-forties. He has a bachelor's degree from the
united states Air Force Academy and a master's degree in business
administration from the University of Northern Colorado. After seruing in the US
Air Force, Bill joined the corporation in 1990. ln his 16 years with the
corpomtion, this is his f irst position in the same city as the corporate
headquarters. His previous positions were located throughout the southwestern
United States. His assignment before joining the organization in April of this 
year
was Vice president of program Management for the commercial aviation
business headquafters. ln this position, Bill had contact with some members 
of
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the organization and was familiar with the organization's role in the overall
commercial aviation business. Bill has held management positions in many
functions of the business since 1982: maintenance, purchasing, material
planning, operations, and quality.
Bill is married and has a son in high school. The leader's spouse and son
have remained in their home in the Southwest. This was a family decision,
based on their son's desire to play baseball outdoors instead of inside a
gymnasium. The leader shared this decision with the entire organization during
a communication session. He regularly travels to the headquafters in the
Southwest for business. This enables him to spend time with his family.
The leader spent several weeks during the summer on a special
assignment in Europe negotiating new business. Bill's established relationships
with the customer were the reasons he was selected to participate in these
important negotiations. During this assignment, the leader remained in contact
with the organization through telephone, fax, and email.
Review of Literature
The choice of principle-centered leadership was influenced by several
factors. The company has certif ied Covey instructors to facilitate f requent
trainingr-. on Covey's Seven Habits. This training is endorsed by local
management as well as management at the division and corporate Ievel. The
initial interuiewee stated that Bilt is leading the Business LeadershipTeam (BLT)
through Covey's "Principle-Centered Leadership" book. Bill's process involved
weekly BLT meetings focusing on sections of Covey's book. And when l was
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inside Bill's office, although there was an abundant collection of business and
leadership books, the Covey books were in prominent view and appeared to be
worn at the edges. These obseruations suggested to me that Bill may be a
principle-centered leader, or at least he believes in principle-centered leadership.
Principle-centered leadership theory is championed by Stephen R. Covey.
His Seven Habits of Highlv Effective People, published in 1989, and Emrsiple-
C.entered Leadership, published in 1990, are the primary sources for this theory.
Literature on the principle-centered leadership theory is limited to Covey and
members of organizations chaired by Mr. Covey: the Covey Leadership Center
or the Center for Principle-Centered Leadership. Covey believes this theory is
the synergistic product of many minds that began formulating it during his
doctoral research. For this reason, bibllographies and references are not
included in Mr. Covey's books.
Although there are not many direct cross-references to principle-centered
leadership, this theory is important to understand due to the quantity of business
and academic organizations that are using Covey's books, literature, instructors,
and training tools. Academia may not endorse Covey's leadership theories or
training as indicated in a quote from Shoshana Zuboff, a professor at Haruard
Business School, who thought Covey's Seven Habits was "homiletic" and "the
level of depth of the samplers my grandma would knit." (lnc., Sept 1996) Ms.
Zuboff speculates that the success of Covey is due to his focus on strengthening
yourself from within and reducing the reliance on external goals and institutional
structures. Covey doesn't minimize the external influences and changes in life,
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rather he advocates focusing your energies on your circle of influence, things
over which you have some control. Covey can "make your own fear and sense
of vulnerability go away" according to Ms. Zuboff. (lnc., Sept 1996)
The first Covey management book Seven Habits of Hiqhlv Effective
People has sold over 10 million copies, is available in 27 languages, in 75
countries. Covey was chosen as the favorite business-book author by lnc. 500
CEOs in l gg5 and was named by Time as one of the 25 most influential
Americans in 1996. Covey's approach has been embraced by many diverse
organizations that have resulted in diverse results. A city govemment, the city of
Columbus, lndiana, has also embraced Covey. The commercialism of Covey is
also apparent in personal computers as Microsoft's Schedule+ software has the
,,Seven Habits" tools within it. The internet is also a forum for availability to
Covey. My searching of the world-wide web using "Yahoo" and other search
engines received more "hits" on Covey sites than any other. Sue Tallev's
Leadership Home Paqe indicates that "the group that takes most advantage of
the World Wide Web is the Covey Group." (Talley) More comrnercial exposure
can be seen at local shopping malls as Covey retail outlets arrive to market
Covey merchandise through a doorway labeled "The Seven Habits Store."
The basic philosophy of Covey's approach is to focus on yourself, self
knowledge and control must precede effective dealings with the world at large. A
slightly different wording f rom Covey is "public behavior is merely private
character at large." (Time, Jan 29, 1995, p 10 One man's Ted Sorenson is
another's Marianne Williamson) His personal message in all his books yields a
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personal reaction. Covey has obserued that "what's common sense just isn't
common practice." A different way of stating this is that we have become so
analytical in our decision making and forgotten our intuitive, common sense, or
principled abilities. Covey's approach of centering on principles results in
decisions that are easily understood and communicated relative to analytical
decisions that few can understand or communicate.
Steven R. Covey has a PHD from Brigham Young, an MBA from Harvard
and a BS from the University of Utah. His leadership approach originated during
his research for his doctoral disseftation on "success literature" of the United
States since 1776. He found that for the first 150 years of the U.S. most of the
success literature focused on the issues of character, the archetype being the
autobiography of Benjamin Franklin. Shorlly after World War ll, Covey found
that success became more a function of personality, of public image, of attitudes
and behaviors, skills and techniques that lubricate the processes of human
lnteraction. Seven habits evolved as mechanisms to transition people from
cultivating supefficial charm and return to character building. He began to
address these mechanisms in his classes at the University of Utah. Students
began to flock to Covey's classes by the hundreds, providing an initial indication
that people wanted to hear what Covey was teaching. The increasing numbers
of students was the impetus for Covey to abandon his University position and
form the Covey Leadership Center.
Although Covey's tremendous commercial success would suggest
academic analysis as a contemporary leadership theory, minimal academic
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references exist to Covey. I searched through various electronic databases,
compact discs, the internet, Iocal college and public library catalogs with minimal
references to Covey or his theory f rom any source other than Covey.
FirstSearch, lnfotrac SearchBank, and the Academic lndex are some of the
search tools used. Prior academic analysis of Covey may not be available to
validate his theory but his academic background along with the commercial
success and public recognition provide some justification to me to study principle
centered leadership theory.
Seven Habits of Hiqhlv Effective People
Mr. Covey's first bestseller (1989) established the principle-centered
leadership terminology. lts focus is more psychological, on the individual, rather
than sociological, on the organization. Covey believes these habits form the
foundation of a principle-centered leader: be proactive, begin with the end in
mind, put first things first, think win/win, seek first to understand and then to be
understood, synergize, and for self-renewal, sharpen the saw. The seven habits
identified are described also as principles to guide decisions and actions.
Amazing potential exists within people according to Covey. When people
develop all four levels of leadership (the personal, interpersonal, managerial, and
organizational), they and their organization are more effective. Seven Habits of
Highlv Effective People focuses primarily on the personal and interpersonal
levels. Covey's view of leadership is based on traits: who a leader is influences
how she or he acts. My study of Bill's leadership will emphasize the
interpersonal and personal levels.
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Hagberg's ideas (1994) correlate well with Mr. Covey's principle-centered
approach in their focus on true power and control. lndividual's only have control
over certain aspects -- their thoughts and actions. Other aspects of our being
human will occur according to the laws of nature. These natural laws are
fairness, integrity, honesty, human dignity, service, quality, and excellence.
Natural laws are not unique to any specific religion or faith. Natural laws are the
source of true power for Hagberg and the source of principles for Covey.
Humans are a pan of a bigger whole, nature itself.
Pri nci ple-Gentered Leadersh i p
Many chapters of this book originally appeared in the "Executive
Excellence" magazine, published by the lnstitute for Principle-Centered
Leadership. Mr. Covey is a contributing editor and uses the magazine to
promote his ideas.
Principle-Cente red Leadership is a continuation of the Seven Habits of
Hiqhly Effective People ideas with more emphasis on the managerial and
organizational levels. lt transforms the self-development into organizational
development. Th is reinforces the holistic approach to organizational
effectiveness, focusing on the wholeness of people; their motives, minds,
attitudes, bodies, and loyalties. The four levels of development originally
identified in Seven Habits of Highlv Effective_ Peoplg are modified slightly to focus
on our need to do something wofthwhile, to leave a legacy. The four levels are
individual trustwofthiness, interpersonal trust, empowerment, and organizational
alignment.
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The principles or habits cited in Seven Habits of Hiqhlv Effective People
are reinforced, clarified, modified, and expanded. Continually learning, service
oriented (viewing life as a mission), radiating positive energy (an aura), believe in
other people, lead balanced Iifes, see life as an adventure, be synergistic, and
exercise for self-renewal are cited in the first portion of Covey's PCL book. The
final two correlate directly to the last two habits, synergistic and sharpening the
saw. Covey does not dedicate a large portion of his PCL book on these
characteristics. The PCL book provides more examples of PCL recipes
pertaining to business, marriages, relationships, and family.
My summary of Covey's leadership message is character development. A
person's character determines who they are. Developing one's character is the
focus of Covey. Covey's principles are the building blocks for character
development. Developing these principles requires understanding and
constantly evaluating who you are, where you want to go, and how you want to
be remembered. These questions are independent of culture and apply to all
humans for, according to Covey, they are natural questions.
Ethical theory comparison
The information regarding ethical leadership was derived from an MAL580
guest Jecturer, Joel Mugge, and the subsequent class discussions. Ethical
leadership is compassionate, has a capacity for empathy and requires leaders to
lead with their heart as well as their head. Ethical leaders are value-based,
visionary, provide a voice for and to others, and are virtuous. These are known
as the four Vs of ethical leadership as def ined by the Center for Ethical
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Leadership. Ethical leaders are knowledgeable about the world and have the
skills to function in this world. They provide efficacy as individuals and citizens of
the world community. They take responsibility for others and the future. They
have a transcendental element in their hope for the future of the world.
Research results from George Shapiro's study of Latin America reveal that
ethical leaders have had a mentor or role-model in their life and critical incidents
which transformed many of their beliefs. These critical incidents were multi or
cross-culturally based.
Covey's principle-centered leader has many similarities to an ethical
leader. Covey's first habit, to be proactive, is also referred to as the principle of
personal vision. Proactive people are driven by values according to Covey.
Covey includes the first two Vs, value-driven and visionary, of the four V ethical
model. Providing a voice for others is not a clear element of Covey, although
many of his principles are concerned with human interaction (interpersonal
leadership, empathic communication, and creative cooperation).
Covey does not place much emphasis on the effect cultural differences
may have on his principles. His emphasis on principles and their scriptural
descriptions, combined with his own spiritual beliefs, implies application across
all cultures. Reinforcement for the success of Covey's principles across cultures
is the translation of Seven Habits of Hiqhlv Eff.ective People into 27 languages
and sales in over 75 countries.
The major difference between Covey's principle-centered approach and
ethical leadership is the transformational element of ethical leadership. Mr.
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Covey has been involved with cross-cultural experiences through his missionary
assignments. lt is unclear whether Mr, Covey experienced a transformation
during either of his missionary assignments. Mr. Covey's transformation or
revelation for his leadership approach appears to have occurred during research
for his doctoral dissertation. lt is also unclear if Mr. Covey had a significant
mentor or role-model during his development, providing another distinction
between Covey and ethical leadership.
Data
lnitial presentation
One of the first presentations made by Bill to the entire organization
provided six focus areas to align actions and initiatives. These six focus areas
were catalysts for us to meet Bill's vision for the organization: long-term
sustained growth with differentiated per{ormance from an empowered workforce.
ln addition to exhibiting Covey's principle of vision through the proactive habit,
the six focus areas also addressed other principles.
Alignment with the operating divisions was the first focus area to enable
the organization to pafticipate in aspects of the larger business and clarify
performance measurements between organizations. lf we were to grow, we
needed to be connected members of the divisions and perceived to be valuable
contributors to mutual success. This one focus area touches four of Covey's
habits: be proactive (we weren't asked to participate in these divisional groups),
begin with the end in mind (since all of our funding comes from these operating
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divisions, we must be in alignment with them to grow), put first things first (the
misperceptions between the organizations was beginning to threaten current
funding levels of our organization), think win/win (if we succeed, the operating
divisions we report to will have better pedormance).
The second focus area was to grow. Our organization had always been in
a support role to the operating divisions. Bill wanted us to be more proactive at
defining our own future and to develop new business opportunities ourselves
instead of relying on the operating divisions. Proactiveness and beginning with
the end in mind are Covey habits that apply to this focus area.
The third focus area addressed an urgent issue regarding possible
downsizing of our engineering and manufacturing areas. This focus area was
already addressed prior to Bill's organizational meeting by obtaining additional
engineering and production projects. Bill understood the urgency and
impofiance of a potential downsizing soon after his arrival. His quick action and
leadership to resolve this issue reveals Covey's habit of putting first things first.
Eliminating a potential downsizing situation provided job security to the members
of the organization and illustrated Bill's ability to influence the leaders of the
operating divisions. This quick action provided immediate supporl for Bill.
The fourth focus area related primarily to Covey's habit of beginning with
the end in mind. Bill's vision of growth would require increased funding levels
from the operating divisions. For this to occur, we had to clearly show that our
organization pedorms different from and better than other organizations.
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The fifth focus area regarding clarifications in pedormance reporting and
measurements between organizations. Bill wanted data to substantiate
pedormance differences not perceptions. lf we could understand how other
organizations calculated and reported their performance measurements then we
would know the differences and be able to report our measurements using their
methods. The habit of understanding or the principle of empathic
communication is appropriate for this focus area,
The sixth focus area became a familiar saying for Bill and can be heard
throughout the organizational leadership: "engage the many." Bill stated that all
of us need to be engaged together to achieve success. Bill was stressing the
impoftance of habit six, synergy, or the principle of creative cooperation for
success.
These six focus areas are used as the leadership framework and are
published in the organization's business plan. This framework was also
published in the organization's application for the Minnesota Quality award.
Data Collection
lnteruiews were the primary data collection mechanism for this Case Study. Four
people were interuiewed: Bill, two members of the BLT, and Bill's administrative
assistdllt. The interuiews each began with a review of the interuiew consent form
and assurance that the intent of the interviews was not an evaluation of the
leader. The intent and focus of the interviews were the leadership style, beliefs,
and characteristics of the leader. After this description of intent, the researcher
asked the interuiewees an opening question regarding their obseruations of the
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leader's style, behaviors, and characteristics. The interview with the leader had
a different opening question; "You have had a lot of management experience,
what does leadership mean to you?"
After the opening question, the researcher attempted to use active and
passive listening, paraphrasing, and eye-contact in hopes of obtaining
meaningful data. The researcher also attempted to keep the interuiew focused
on the Ieader's leadership theory or style. Since leadership reinforces the
importance of human diversity, it was difficult to recognize when the focus
diverged from leadership.
The interuiewing process was a new area for me. My ignorance and
inexperience resulted in difficulty collating the interuiew data into meaningful
results. As the critical component for data gathering, multiple interviews of
shorler duration yet with more focussed questions would yield additional data
more suitable for collation and conclusions. I experienced the difficulty of the
interview process. I hope to apply this learning experience to future endeavors,
constantly improving my interviewing skills.
lnterview with Bill
Bill's interuiew was analogous to attempting to drink from a fire hose.
Bill's energy, enthusiasm, and knowledge of organizational leadership was
impressive. Bill's office had numerous business and leadership books on desk
and table tops and on shelves. Bill indicated that he drives through the current
literature focusing more on the systems or general view rather than the specific,
constantly feeding the reservoir of knowledge. This is very proactive and also
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correlates to Covey's seventh habit, sharpen the saw (the principle of self-
renewal).
Covey's 'Principle-Centered Leadership' book was in prominent view and
was obviously opened quite often. Bill indicated that he is facilitating a review of
Covey's PCL book with the other BLT members. They hope to review a chapter
each month. Bill hoped that the PCL book could serue as a guide to the BLT
when they're together and when they're apart.
Bill spent several minutes discussing the imporlance of leadership
recognizing and supporting the entire aspect of being human; to try and come in
contact with the a deeper sense of what guides our behavior. Although this is
extremely difficult and usually avoided, Bill believes that there are a tremendous
amount of other aspects that guide each of us and ultimately affect business.
Bill cited examples from the literature of four institutions that have built their
basic philosophical beliefs and approaches upon an emphasis of truly engaging
and valuing each other. This isn't an issue just about employees, it's about
valuing each other. The performance of these organizations impressed Bill
fufiher as they usually showed consistent, long-term per{ormance stability, and
lots of opporlunities for growth.
Bill went on to describe one of his goals for the organization. He wants to
engage the organization into trying to create a sense of direction, to create some
level of excitement for where things have to go, to invite people to pailicipate in
some different, shifted paradigm as to how the organization needs to go. This
reinforced one of his common quotations of "engaging the many." Later during
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the interview, Bill amplified the difficulty of this goal by stating that there are basic
principles formed early in life that influence how you wil! engage in an activity.
These principles are probably changing, shifting, and growing as we live. Bill
wants to find something impoftant that can gather everyone's energy around it,
to "align the many" and turn on the creative power and focus this amazing power
in the right direction and on the right things. Bill reiterated several times that it is
crucial that you find that spark, something woilhwhile, to engage the many and
turn on that creative power. lf we can find that spark, it would good for everyone.
Bill revealed two of the principles of Covey's principle-centered leadership
paradigm: empowerment and alignment. Bill also reinforced the basis of the
PCL paradigm, to believe in the potential and effectiveness of people.
Bill also indicated that history is important to his leadership approach.
People want the value and benefit of extremes, we want everything. This is
counter to the ambiguity of there never being a constantly or consistently right
approach. A leader needs to determine what is appropriate for this time, this
place, this instance. Bill does this by imagining himself standing up, walking into
a room, and explaining his approacl to some of the previous executives that he
feels set the foundation for the existing business. This is how he feels
accountable and responsible to other people, by comparing his approaches to
people that built the place. Bill wants to leave a legacy for the future. This would
be a win-win situation for all of the organization's stakeholders, Covey's fourth
habit
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lnterview with Bill's administrative assistant
Bill's administrative assistant, Janette, provided confirmation of Bill's effect
on others. Janette indicated Bill was an enthusiastic speaker that was
concerned about business and people. People come in to his office to talk about
personal issues and he's willing to help. Janette indicated that Bill's empathic
listening is shown with customers, too. The principle of empathic listening is
Covey's habit S: seek first to understand, then to be understood. Janette was
impressed with Bill's ability to get commitment from others. People are willing to
do anything to help Bill reach his goals is a reinforcement of his effect on others.
Bill has tremendous energy and enthusiasm that touches everyone. Covey's
pCL book categorizes this as the ability to radiate positive energy.
Interview with BLT member, Jim
Bill is the third vice president for the organization since Jim has been a
member of the BLT. Jim felt an immediate change of focus after Bill became
vice president. There was a definite shift from focusing on organizational
structural issues to focus on business, market, and growth. The underlying issue
is commitment to the organization'and to each other. This commitment must
starl at the BLT and then "engage the man/' to go in the same direction. The
directioi-, engagement, and commitment starl with the BLT. Using Covey's PCL,
the BLT will lead the organization. Jim indicated that Bill asked each BLT
member for his or her commitment to the organization. Although this is very
common for new executives to ask, with Bill it was okay to say that you weren't
on-board yet. Bill wanted to know where you were, he wanted to understand.
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This understanding has resulted in a more open atmosphere among BLT
members, an atmosphere with respect. Bill doesn't tell you something, he wants
you to understand. Jim has provided another reinforcement of Bill's principles of
empathic communication and creative cooperation.
Jim also reinforced Bill's ability to radiate positive energy when he stated
that Bill has an enormous amount of energy that he's able to infuse into others
like a booster shot of caffeine. Jim indicated that Bill breeds commitment and
energy like I have never seen before, he "charges" a room with his energy and
the force of his character.
lnterview with BtT member, Joe
Joe is one of the newest members of the BLT, having recently been
promoted to his current position. Joe has had several management promotions
since receiving his MBA while a development engineer five years ago. Joe also
indicated that Bill is changing the focus from tactical issues to strategic issues,
the big picture. Joe also reiterated that one of Bill's first assignments was for all
the BLT members to read Covey's PCL book. Joe indicated that Bill is very
principle and value centered, along v-vith being well read. Bill's main interest is on
values and principles which are paft of the six issues that form the foundation.
Joe indicated that Bill is anchored to the model described by the six issues
regardless of the topic under discussion. Joe felt that Bill is trying to create a
way of thinking, a consistency of thinking throughout the organization. To meet
Blll's goal, it is critical that a significant portion of the organization must be
aligned to the vision, the way of thinking, and the way of conducting business.
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Joe stated that Bill is using repetitive communication techniques and forums for
the top tier strategy and the value-principle model. Although Joe didn't provide
examples, Joe fuilher indicated that Bill wants everyone committed to the top tier
strategy prior to moving to the second tier.
Joe stated that "Bill's charisma, passion, and emotion as a speaker get an
immediate reaction from people. People thrive on his passion and charisma. He
says it like it is, it's not rehearsed, and it's not artificial. Bill is also creating an
environment were forgiveness is assumed rather than punishment." Joe
provides another endorsement for Bill's positive energy and principle of empathic
communication.
A metaphor that Covey uses for PCL is spirit or the whole person. This
whole person view was reflected in Joe's comments on Bill's view of growth. The
future is centered on growth, not growth for growth's sake or growth solely for
profitability. Bill told us that all people have a need for growth, to be more
fulfilling, more positive, healthier. Growth is needed to fulfill the needs of the
people, people can't be stagnate. Growth gives people the opportunity for
personal growth. Financial gains are secondary and will come with growth.
A demanding customer
A-very demanding customer requested a thorough review of one of our
products. at their facility. This customer contacted senior executives within the
business to express their displeasure and request for resolution. Bill, Jim, and
several others were preparing for the visit. ln addition to traveling halfway
around the world, people were neruously preparing materials for the trip. During
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a review of the material, people mentioned their anxiety over visiting this
customer. Bill quietly responded that it's always an experience visiting this
customer, the <name of person we were to visit> experience. The anxiety in the
room was broken by some laughter as everyone relaxed. We knew it would be
tough, but now it was one experience on the adventure of life.
Other observations
Similar to previous vice presidents, Bill held regular communication
sessions with the organization. During these sessions, Bill would provide status
on the six focus areas, status on business pefformance, update on future
workload predictions, and answer questions from the organization. Even though
there were fewer employees than previous years, attendance at Bill's
communication sessions became standing-room-only. Discussions after the
sessions would not only indicate the data shared by Bill but also touch on Bill's
compassionate oratory skills. People wanted to hear Bill. His reinforcement of
the "engage the many" theme at these meetings focused on the emotional
commitment of everyone. Although Bill's empathic communication was new to
our organization, people responded to Bill's charisma and passion.
Bill was the first vice president to use the building's public address system
to comxnunicate significant events while he was away from the building. This
reinforced Bill's objective to 'engage the many' of the organization; Covey's habit
of synergy and the principle of creative cooperation.
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Summary and Conclusions
ls Bill a principle-centered leader?
Bill's work with the BLT to create an open, respectful environment where
forgiveness is assumed rather than punishment correlates to some of Covey's
principles. Bill realizes that the BLT must be engaged along the same path to
"engage the many" of the organization illustrating the habit of putting first things
first and beginning with the end in mind. This is an example of the principle of
empathic communication and creative cooperation.
The reinforcement of the six key focus areas provided a tangible set of
tasks that Bill used to gain the BLT's engagement and emphasize their role as
behavioral role models for the organization. lt also reinforces Bill's charisma
passion, and energy to grow the business. Business growth is a common goal in
many organizations. Bill's mission to leave a legacy for others takes the
business growth into other dimensions besides financial growth. Bill's view of
growth as a catalyst for personal engagement and commitment reinforces his
view that people want to do something worthwhile. Bill believes in other people
and realizes the impoftance of having their emotional commitment.
The data also confirms that Bill practices self-renewal through his pursuit
of organizational literature. This correlates to Covey's habit of sharpening the
saw and the principle of balanced self-renewal. Bill's pursuit of knowledge is not
limited to organizational issues as he indicated during our interuiew that he
stailed French lessons. Our second largest custorner is headquartered in
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France, and Bill undertook French lessons voluntarily in hopes of building
stronger relationships with this customer.
The interview and observations also refer to Bill's positive energy. The
standing room attendance at communication sessions also reinforces this
positive energy. Even in difficult situations with a customer, Bill put things in
perspective and focused on the positive.
Bill radiates positive energy, is continually learning, believes in others,
practices self-renewal, is an empathic communicator, emphasizes cooperation,
is proactive, puts first things first, and begins with the end in mind.
Bill is a principle-centered leader.
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